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Exemples of thermodynamic and transport properties:
 density ρ equation of state (Ia, see slide 4)
 heat capacity 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 , 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝
 internal energy e, enthalpy h
 diffusivity D,α …
 viscosity μ
 thermal conductivity κ
 electric conductivity

Depend on: 
 temperature T
 pressure P
 fluid (possibly solid) composition

Involved in heat transfer, compressible flow, multiphase problems, combustion, etc. 

thermophysical properties ( Ib, see slide 5) 

transport properties (Ic, see slide 6) 

Mixture (II, see slide 7) 

Pure mixture (Ia-Ic, see slide 4-6) 
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Models available in OpenFOAM (see UserGuide)                                                             (1/8)

Ia
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Ib

Models available in OpenFOAM (see UserGuide)                                                             (2/8)
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Ic

Models available in OpenFOAM (see UserGuide)                                                             (3/8)
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Ia, Ib & Ic

Ia, Ib & Ic
for all species

&
suited mixing
rules

II

Models available in OpenFOAM (see UserGuide)                                                             (4/8)
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Combines Ia, Ib, Ic & II 

Models available in OpenFOAM (see UserGuide)                                                             (5/8)

III
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Example: go to tuturials/heatTransfer/buoyantSimpleFoam/buoyantCavity/constant
in thermophysicalProperties change ”transport const” to ”transport dummy”
and run the solver buoyantSimpleFoam; 
it returns the list of thermophysical models available for this solver:

Models available in OpenFOAM (for a given solver)                                                        (6/8)
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IaIbIc
IIIII

… (+ 2 following slides)



Models available in OpenFOAM (for a given solver)                                                        (7/8)
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Models available in OpenFOAM (for a given solver)                                                        (8/8)
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From ”Recommended values of thermophysical properties for selected commetcial alloys”, 
Kenneth C Mills, ASM International, ISBN 0-87170-753-5, (page 213)

Other example of thermophysical model : phase change in solid state (1/3)
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From “Thermal plasma properties for Ar–Cu, Ar–Fe and Ar–Al mixtures used in welding plasmas processes: II. Transport 
coefficients at atmospheric pressure”, Y Cressault, A B Murphy, Ph Teulet, A Gleizes and M Schnick, J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 46 
(2013) 415207

Other example of thermophysical model : thermal plasma (2/3)
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Other example of thermophysical model : thermal plasma (3/3)
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From “Thermal plasma properties for Ar–Cu, Ar–Fe and Ar–Al mixtures used in welding plasmas processes: II. Transport 
coefficients at atmospheric pressure”, Y Cressault, A B Murphy, Ph Teulet, A Gleizes and M Schnick, J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 46 
(2013) 415207



Governing equation

𝜕𝜕 𝜌𝜌 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

= 𝛻𝛻 𝜅𝜅 𝛻𝛻.𝑇𝑇

with 𝜌𝜌,𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 and 𝜅𝜅 function of T obtained

from kinetic theory for 𝑇𝑇 ∈ 200; 20000 K

Rk: need a heatTransfer solver

Example of problem needing a new thermophysical model : (1/16)                                           
thermal conduction in a high temperature argon gas

From ”Plasma arc welding simulation with openFOAM”, 
M. Sass-Tisovskaya, Lic. thesis, Dept. Applied Mechanics, 
Chalmers University of Technology, 2009 (page 30)

This equation of state 𝜌𝜌(𝑇𝑇)
needs to be implemented
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From ”Plasma arc welding simulation with openFOAM”, M. Sass-Tisovskaya, 
Lic. thesis, Dept. Applied Mechanics, Chalmers University of Technology, 2009 (page 31)

Example of problem needing a new thermophysical model : (2/16)                                           
thermal conduction in a high temperature argon gas

This thermodynamic property
𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝(𝑇𝑇) needs to be implemented

This transport property
𝜅𝜅(𝑇𝑇) needs to be implemented
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Example of problem needing a new thermophysical model : (3/16)                                           
thermal conduction in a high temperature argon gas

From ”Thermal Plasmas, Fundamentals and Applications”, Boulos M.I., Fauchais P. and 
Pfender E.: Vol. 1, Plenum Press, New York, 1994 (page 235)
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Example of problem needing a new thermophysical model : (4/16)                                           
thermal conduction in a high temperature argon gas
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From ”Plasma arc welding simulation with openFOAM”, M. Sass-Tisovskaya, 
Lic. thesis, Dept. Applied Mechanics, Chalmers University of Technology, 2009 (page 31)



Heat transfer solvers in OpenFOAM: (see UserGuide) :                           (5/16)
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 Copy the solver in your user directory and rename:
cd $WM_PROJECT_USER_DIR/applications/solvers/heatTransfer

rk: if you do not yet have the heatTransfer directory under /solvers, create it (mkdir heatTransfer)
cp -r  $WM_PROJECT_DIR/applications/solvers/heatTransfer/thermoFoam .
mv thermoFoam myThermoFoam
cd myThermoFoam
mv thermoFoam.C myThermoFoam.C

 Modify Make/files to
myThermoFoam.C
EXE = $(FOAM_USER_APPBIN)/myThermoFoam

 Clean and compile
wclean
wmake

OpenFOAM solver heatTransfer/thermoFoam:              (6/16)                                           
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Håkan
Anteckning
This can be made shorter:$FOAM_SOLVERS/heatTransfer/thermoFoamThe way I do this copying is:cd $WM_PROJECT_DIRcp -r --parents applications/solvers/heatTransfer/thermoFoam $WM_PROJECT_USER_DIRcd $WM_PROJECT_USER_DIR/applications/solvers/heatTransfermv ...(according to your instructions)This way you will automatically get the correct directory structure.Make sure that the "--" ends up as it should in the pdf. Word/powerpoint will make that into a long dash. If you make two dashes directly after eachother and then type space, those dashes may merge. If you make a dash, a space, the second dash, and the following space, and then go back and remove the space between the dashes, the dashes will be kept separate.

Håkan
Anteckning
To make a full clean it is good to also do:rm -r Make/linux*That is because we also have the Debug version in the system.



…

…

…

OpenFOAM solver heatTransfer/thermoFoam:  (7/16)

Parts of thermoFoam involving a thermophysical model

Include a thermophysic library

Include an energy conservation
equation
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Håkan
Anteckning
This one is now called myThermoFoam.C

Håkan
Anteckning
Here I would include that the object thermo is created in createFields.H (first 5 lines)That object is used on the next slide.



”he” is either the specific internal energy or the specific enthapy
(choice done when preparing a case, in the dictionnary
constant/thermophysicalProperties) 

OpenFOAM solver heatTransfer/thermoFoam:              (8/16)                                           
Part of the energy conservation equation Eeqn.H
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Håkan
Anteckning
Second "E" should also be capital.

Håkan
Anteckning
dictionary is spelled with one "n"

Håkan
Anteckning
enthalpy

Håkan
Anteckning
It could be good with a note that EEqn is describe in the coming slides.



specific enthapy �ℎ or specific internal energy �̂�𝑒

(9/16)                                           

eEnthalpy :

Kinetic energy:  K
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Energy conservation -total energy of flowing fluid: 𝜌𝜌 �ℎ + 𝐾𝐾 - in a control volume moving at 𝐯𝐯𝐛𝐛

Håkan
Anteckning
enthalpy

Håkan
Anteckning
Are you sure that this solver allows moving control volumes? I don't see v-v_b in the code. If the code does not include it, and you don't want to re-write the equation, you can just say (here v_b = 0) and cross out the v_b in the equation (then in fact the last term on the r.h.s. will be cancelled by the pv part of the last term on the right hand side, so cross out those as well).I guess that the equation is more general than the implementation. Then it is good to say which assumptions are made in the code, and how that affects the equation.I am a bit confused about the equation, and what I see in the code.



specific kinetic energy K

(10/16)                                           
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Energy conservation -total energy of flowing fluid: 𝜌𝜌 �ℎ + 𝐾𝐾 - in a control volume moving at 𝐯𝐯𝐛𝐛



If ”he” is the specific enthalpy "�ℎ” 

(11/16)                                           

This is not true (as he is not ”e”)

so this part is not used

while this term is calculated
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Energy conservation -total energy of flowing fluid: 𝜌𝜌 �ℎ + 𝐾𝐾 - in a control volume moving at 𝐯𝐯𝐛𝐛

Håkan
Anteckning
How is it calculated? I see that there is a volScalarField created in createFields, but after it has been initialized to zero I don't see that it is changed. Therefore I don't see how the terms in the equation are handled. See the previous comment.My guess is that dpdt is zero becasue it is a frozen field. If you agree, just change to:"while this term is set to zero since it is a frozen field"

Håkan
Anteckning
If the control volume is not allowed to move in the code, the last term on the R.H.S. and the pv term on the R.H.S. cancel out. Then you only have the dpdt term left (which is set to zero and never changed, probably since it is a frozen field solver - see next comment). If you agree, then cross out the pv terms (as suggested before) and only mark the dpdt term. Then the implementation will correspond to the equation.



If ”he” is the specific internal energy �̂�𝑒

e

(12/16)                                           

This is true

so this term is calculated

while this part is not used
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Energy conservation -total energy of flowing fluid: 𝜌𝜌 �ℎ + 𝐾𝐾 - in a control volume moving at 𝐯𝐯𝐛𝐛

Håkan
Anteckning
This makes me think that the marked term in the equation appears when it is decided that it is the specific internal energy that should be solved for rather than the enthalpy. In that case the p/rho part will be treated explicitly (fvc::). Isn't that the case? If so, the term should not be there if the equation is written for \hat{h} (as I suggested before).If we consider "he" as specific internal energy, the pressure part of the specific enthalpy will give two separate terms. One of them will cancel the dpdt term on the l.h.s. and the other one will be the pv term on the r.h.s. (positive on l.h.s. -> negative on l.h.s.). But the equation will not work if you also still have the pv term on the l.h.s. as it seems(?) That term should perhaps have been cancelled earlier, according to my previous comments.I may be completely wrong.



e

conduction heat flux

(13/16)                                           
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Energy conservation -total energy of flowing fluid: 𝜌𝜌 �ℎ + 𝐾𝐾 - in a control volume moving at 𝐯𝐯𝐛𝐛

Håkan
Anteckning
Why do you say that this is implemented as a source term? I would think that the laplacian refers to the last term on the r.h.s. It has to do with diffusion of energy. Not generation of energy.



alphaEff (the thermal diffusivity) is made of 2 contributions:

alphaEff = alpha laminar + alpha turbulent

It is set in solver/heatTransfer/thermoFoam/setAlphaEff.H

via the turbulence library : src/turbulenceModels

the ”turbulenceModels” library is linked to the thermo library src/thermophysicalModels
so if the executables are renamed in a new thermophysical library and the library is compiled,
they need to be renamed when they appear in the Make/options of the turbulenceModels
library and the tubulenceModels library needs also to be compiled (in $WM_PROJECT_USER_DIR)

alpha turbulent is defined in src/turbulenceModels

alpha laminar is defined in src/thermophysicalModels (as transport property)

(14/16)                                           
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Håkan
Anteckning
mis-spelling

Håkan
Anteckning
I think that you are here referring to the library file names (the *.so) files? Those are not executables. You could say:"if the file names of thermophysical libraries (*.so) are changed, also the turbulenceModels need to be re-compiled with links to the new thermophysical library names"On the other hand, I am not sure if that is really true. It is most of the time possible to add that linking in system/controlDict (as long as the abstract base classes are not touched). However, it may be different for thermophysicalProperties since it is more based on templating than on abstract classes.



What do we need to implement ?

In EEqn.H the heat flux is writen : 𝑞𝑞 = − alphaEff 𝛻𝛻 ℎ𝑒𝑒
where the laminar part of alphaEff is either: 

𝜅𝜅 /𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 if ”he” represents the specific enthalpy h     (we will work with this case and from now assume he=h)
or

𝜅𝜅 /𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 if ”he” represents the specific internal energy e

So we need to implement the thermal conductivity 𝜅𝜅 = 𝜅𝜅 𝑇𝑇 - plotted slide 16 (right).
the density, and the specific heat capacity, respectively plotted slide 15 and 16, so that 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 = 𝜌𝜌 𝑇𝑇 . 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 𝑇𝑇 .

But this is not sufficient since the conservative variable in EEqn.H is the specific enthalpy h
while the termodynamic and transport properties depend on another variable: the temperature T. 
So we also need to determine T from h. This is done solving (with an iterative procedure already implemented in 
OpenFAOM) the equation of state

Δℎ = ∫𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑇𝑇 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 𝑇𝑇 𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇

It implies that we also need to implement the specific enthalpy h = h(T).
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(15/16)                                           

Håkan
Anteckning
As mentioned, I don't think this is handled by the source term, but by the laplacian term. This is also consistent with the previous statements that the turbulence models use the thermophysical libraries (to set the effective diffusivity for the laplacian term).The source term is not explicitly set in the EEqn.H file (anymore). There is a new functionality, called fvOptions, so that such source terms can be set in the case. See:$FOAM_TUTORIALS/chtMultiRegionSimpleFoam/heatExchanger/system/air/fvOptionsIn your case you do not have a fvOptions file, so there will be no source term additions to the equation specified in EEqn.

Håkan
Anteckning
written(but it is not written in that file)

Håkan
Anteckning
FOAM



This implementation can be done in 2 parts

1. First, the implementation of the new transport property 𝜅𝜅 (the thermal conductivity) for a temperature
range from 200K to 20kK. It will be implemented, compiled and tested.

Rk. The resultant thermophysical model will not be consistent from a physical point of view (as it 
will be associated with constant enthalpy, constant specific heat, …). But it runs and has the     
advantage of allowing splitting the implementation work in smaller parts (easier to debug).

2. Implement the new thermodynamic properties 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 and ℎ and the new equation of state 𝜌𝜌. 
These must be implemented together to be able to derive the temperature 𝑇𝑇 from h(T)
using 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 𝑇𝑇 .

Rk. The resultant thermophysical model will then be consistent from a physical point of view.
It can be observed that the consitent model runs faster than the non-consistent model
implemented in the 1st part. 
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(16/16)                                           

Håkan
Anteckning
consistent



Implement a new transport property 𝚱𝚱: main steps (1/12)                                           

Step 0 : import and rename suited parts of the library ”thermophysicalModels”

Step 1 : declare the new transport property model (see Ic)*

Step 2 : define the new transport property model (see Ic)*

Step 3: declare the new thermophysical model (see III)**

Step 4 : link the new thermophysical model to the solver

Step 5 : call the new thermophysical model in a test case

*Slide 6               ** Slide 7
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Håkan
Anteckning
copy?



Prepare your library myThermophysicalModels/mySpecie

 Copy the folder “specie” of the library in your user directory and rename it:
cd $WM_PROJECT_USER_DIR/src/myThermophysicalModels

rk: if you do not yet have the directory myThermophysicalModels under /src, create it with mkdir
cp -r  $WM_PROJECT_DIR/src/thermophysicalModels/specie .
mv specie mySpecie

cd mySpecie

 Modify the Make/files to:
mySpecie.C
LIB = $(FOAM_USER_LIBBIN)/libspecie

 Clean & compile
wclean
wmake libso

Now the executable is in your working space, and your ”libspecie” 
will be accessed in priority (instead of the OpenFOAM executable
in $FOAM_LIBBIN, even if the name is the same)

Then this name of executable can be kept unchanged. Doing so, no need to import 
the turbulence library, no need to rename its links (in Make/options) to your thermo
library, and no need to recompile the turbulence library (See slide 28): 
the $FOAM_LIBBIN turbulence library will link to your own thermo library.

Implement a new transport property 𝚱𝚱: step 0 (2/12)                                           
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Håkan
Anteckning
If you use my way of copying (with --parents), you do not have to create any missing directories by hand.Here:foamcp -r --parents src/thermophysicalModels/specie $WM_PROJECT_USER_DIRcd $WM_PROJECT_USER_DIR/src/thermophysicalModelsmv ...(as your instructions)

Håkan
Anteckning
I recommendt that you do not change the directory names of directories that do not contain a Make directory.

Håkan
Anteckning
You have a specie directory also inside that directory. Do you want to keep the name of that?In any case, below you refer to a file named mySpecie.C, so you have to do some renaming here.And I guess that that file will be in specie/specie.C, so you also have to decide if that directory should also be renamed.

Håkan
Anteckning
At this level you must also specify the directory name to that file.Is it intentional that the other files listed should be removed? In that case I suggest that you also remove those directories, since they will not be used. If you don't you may ru into problems later. When you compile, there will be a lnInclude directory created, linking to all files in the sub-directories. Your new implementation will include files from that lnInclude directory. However, you should always make sure that you include exactly the same files as was included in the library you will be linking to. What happens if you update the code and there was a bug fix in the updated files? Your implementation will no longer link to a correct file!SEE COMMENT ON SLIDE 42. YOU MUST KEEP THE OTHER LINES IN Make /files

Håkan
Anteckning
It would be interesting to see if it has to be done this way. Perhaps that is the case for this class, due to the templating. For abstract classes. You should pick a new name.One problem here is that you now say that your new library will be used instead of the original one. However, you just suggested that some part of that library should be excluded (according to the removed lines in Make/files). I don't think it will work according to these instructions!SEE COMMENT ON SLIDE 42. YOU MUST KEEP THE OTHER LINES IN Make /files

Håkan
Anteckning
Always use "wclean lib" for libraries, so that also the lnInclude directory is removed. Otherwise you may be unlucjy with some remaining old linking.Also do:rm -r Make/linux*(since there is a Debug version)



 Copy the folder “basic” of the library in your user directory and rename it:

cd $WM_PROJECT_USER_DIR/src/myThermophysicalModels
cp -r  $WM_PROJECT_DIR/src/thermophysicalModels/basic .
mv basic myBasic

cd myBasic

 Modify Make/files to:

myBasic.C

LIB = $(FOAM_USER_LIBBIN)/libfluidThermophysicalModels

Similar to the previous slide

Implement a new transport property 𝚱𝚱: step 0 (3/12)                                           

Prepare your library myThermophysicalModels/myBasic
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Håkan
Anteckning
I recommend my way of copying, with --parents. In this case it doesn't matter that much, since the directory should already be there from the last copying.However, if you followed my suggestion not to rename the thermophysicalModels directory, you have to change back to that name here as well.

Håkan
Anteckning
Same as before:You de-activate the rest of the libraryYou have to add a directory nameI don't think that it will work like thisIn fact, there is no file named basic.C. There is one:basicThermo/basicThermo.CI recommend that you rename:myBasicThermo/myBasicThermo.Cand that is what you should write in Make/filesYou also have other files in that directory. To be consistent, all those files should be renamed the same way. Then also files including those files must be changed so that they include the new file names. (or, to not be pedantic, you can skip renaming the files - despite what I teach and recommend). That goes as well for mySpecie.C, but I didn't realize it when I looked at it then.SEE COMMENT ON SLIDE 42. YOU MUST KEEP THE OTHER LINES IN Make /files



 Modify the Make/options file to

 Clean the dependencies and compile
wclean
wmake libso

(since myBasic needs to be linked to mySpecie at compilation)

Implement a new transport property 𝚱𝚱: step 0 (4/12)                                           
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(1) Gives the path to access your own files located in 
mySpecie

(2) Indicates that the compilator must 1st look in your own
working space (in $FOAM_USER_LIBBIN) to pick the 
libraries listed below. If not found there (ex. may be 
lfiniteVolume is not in your space $FOAM_USER_LIBBIN) 
the compilator will next look in the OpenFOAM space 
(in $FOAM_LIBBIN).
If still not found it will complain.

(3) Can check the path used by reading the messages
writen on the screen during compilation (see next slide)      

Håkan
Anteckning
If you followed my suggestion before, you should use the directory name thermophysicalModels (no myT*)

Håkan
Anteckning
I see no reason to add the last line. If this was linked to before, it will still be linked to. If you had changed the name, you would have had to add a line with the new name.

Håkan
Anteckning
wclean librm -r Make/linux*

Håkan
Anteckning
written

Håkan
Anteckning
compiler

Håkan
Anteckning
compiler



(5/12)                                           

Here it can be checked that the 
library ”finiteVolume” is picked
in
/home/…/OpenFOAM2.3.x/src
(so in $WM_PROJECT_DIR/src)
since it does not exist in
$WM_PROJECT_USER_DIR/src

Same for meshTools

There it can be checked that
”myThermophysicalModels/my
Specie” is picked in
/home/…/isabelle-2.3.x/src
(so in 
$WM_PROJECT_USER_DIR/src)
and not in
$WM_PROJECT_DIR

How to check that the compiler
links the desired libraries ?

… 
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Håkan
Anteckning
According to this you did not remove those lines in Make/files.However, the instructions say that only one of the files should be listed.

Håkan
Anteckning
Here it shows that you did not rename the file.

Håkan
Anteckning
Just mention the one with the environment variable.

Håkan
Anteckning
Just mention the one with the environment variable.



 In mySpecie/include/thermoPhysicsTypes.H add the following lines

Declare the new transport model in user src/myThermophysicalModels/mySpecie

Name given to the new transport model

Name given to the new thermophysical model

To access the new transport model

Implement a new transport property 𝚱𝚱: step 1 (6/12)                                           
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Håkan
Anteckning
It is better if pieces of code that can be copy-pasted from the slides is copy-pastable. The comments can be given as C++ comments.Don't spend time on it now, but for next time.

Håkan
Anteckning
Check, if you changed the directory name.

Håkan
Anteckning
The reader needs to know that this should be in the header.A

Håkan
Anteckning
I usually make sure that they go do th directory from where thay can open the file, or ask them to open the file with the complete path (using environment variables). Following the instructions, we are currently not in the right place to open mySpecie/...You did write in words where we should work, but it is better to give the command to go there (using environment variables).



 Copy and rename an existing model:
cd transport
cp –r const kineticAr
cd kineticAr
mv constTransport.C kineticArTransport.C
mv constTransport.H kineticArTransport.H
mv constTransportI.H kinticArTransportI.H

open the files one by one and replace
“constTransport” (NOT just “const” !)     with     “kineticArTransport”

update the “instantiated type name“ in kineticArTransport.H

so look for “instantiaded” and below (only there!) replace “return “const” “ with “ return “kineticAr” “

 Clean the dependencies (“wclean”) and compile mySpecie (“wmake libso”)

(Prepare the structure)

Implement a new transport property 𝚱𝚱: step 2 (7/12)                                           
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Define the new transport model in user src/myThermophysicalModels/mySpecie

Håkan
Anteckning
Go there using environment variables

Håkan
Anteckning
I do not know exactly how this is compiled, since it is ot even listed in the original Make/files file. I don't see any otput that shows that it is compiled.Do you?

Håkan
Anteckning
This dash will not work to copy-paste. Microsoft is playing a game when copy-pasting from a terminal window. It is possible to change this to a real dash that works to copy.

Håkan
Anteckning
kinetic (unless you have mis-spelled also where this file is included in kineticArTransport.H)

Håkan
Anteckning
A quicker way to do this, as I have taught in the course:sed -i.old s/constTransport/kineticArTransport/g *With ".old" it will keep the original versions in files ending with .old

Håkan
Anteckning
instantiated

Håkan
Anteckning
The wmake command does in fact work also in sub-directories of libraries. It will bo back to find the Make directory of the library and compile from there. However, wclean can't do this.So, add a line that tells the reader to change to the correct directory. In this case:cd ../..

Håkan
Anteckning
wclean lib



 Open kinticArTransportI.H

Comment the original model

insert the new
model provided in the file
Ar_Data_ThermalConduct

…

Implement a new transport property 𝚱𝚱: step 2 (8/12)                                           
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thermal conductivity

Håkan
Anteckning
Mis-spelled again, but I'm sure that my sed-command made sure that it is not mis-spelled where it is included.So, I suggest that you spell it correctly in the slides.

Håkan
Anteckning
The reader had to go to another directory to compile, so it is good to help the reader get to the correct directory first.



 Clean the dependencies (“wclean”) and compile mySpecie (“wmake libso”)

Comment the original model

Write
the new model

Implement a new transport property 𝚱𝚱: step 2 (9/12)                                           
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Håkan
Anteckning
wclean lib

Håkan
Anteckning
First make sure that the reader is in the correct directory.



Declare the new thermophysical model in user src/myThermophysicalModels/myBasic

 In myBasic/rhoThermo/rhoThermos.C add the following lines

 Clean the dependencies (“wclean”) and compile myBasic (“wmake libso”)

New combination of Ia, Ib, Ic, II and 
III (see slides 3 to 7) defining a new 
thermophysical model

Implement a new transport property 𝚱𝚱: step 3 (10/12)                                           
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Håkan
Anteckning
Give the command to go to the correct location

Håkan
Anteckning
Make it clear that this should be in the header.

Håkan
Anteckning
wclean lib

Håkan
Anteckning
Fist make sure that the reader is in the correct directory.



Link the new thermophysicalModel library to the solver

 In myThermoFoam/Make/options  do the following changes to access the new library

 Clean the dependencies (wclean) and compile myThermoFoam.C (wmake)

Implement a new transport property 𝚱𝚱: step 4 (11/12)                                           
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Håkan
Anteckning
Make sure that the reader is in the correct directory.

Håkan
Anteckning
Change this, if you followed my recommendation.

Håkan
Anteckning
Here it is correct without lib since it is an application

Håkan
Anteckning
In fact, since you are only adding sub-models (you are not changing the rhoThermo.H file that is included in the solver), you do not have to recompile the solver. The existing solver will find the new libraries through the environment variable LD_LIBRARY_PATHYou can check which libraries are used by a solver (or library) using the ldd command, e.g.:ldd `which thermoFoam` | grep specieThis will show that the original solver will grab the libspecie.so file in your own directory.The same for the other library.If you do change any of the header files that are included in the solver, you will of course have to recompile the solver.Realize that the solver is linkig to the compiled library at run-time. The library is not compiled into each solver. Only the declaration of the library (from the header file).



Call the new thermophysicalModel in a test case

 Use the test case provided: blockThermoFoamCase.tgz

 Run this case with the solver thermoFoam (the original one)

 Copy blockThermoFoam to blockNewThermoFoam and clean 

 Update constant/thermophysicalPropersties to

 Run this case with the solver myThermoFoam linked to the new thermophysical library

 Compare the results (for instance doing a plot along a suited line you can choose) 

Implement a new transport property 𝚱𝚱: step 5 (12/12)                                           
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Håkan
Anteckning
Case (at the end)

Håkan
Anteckning
Case (at the end)

Håkan
Anteckning
Here I get "symbol lookup error" if I followed your instructions completely, keeping only one of the .C-files in the Make/files files in both libraries. If I added those lines it worked as it should.

Håkan
Anteckning
blockMesh needs to be run first. They should realize that, but it is nice if the instructions are complete.

Håkan
Anteckning
Tell the reader to load both cases into paraFoam and do plotOverLine of temperature for both cases.



This implementation can be done in 2 parts

1. First, the implementation of the new transport property 𝜅𝜅 (the thermal conductivity) for a temperature
range from 200K to 20kK. It will be implemented, compiled and tested.

Rk. The resultant thermophysical model will not be consistent from a physical point of view (as it 
will be associated with constant enthalpy, constant specific heat, …). But it runs and has the     
advantage of allowing splitting the implementation work in smaller parts (easier to debug).

2. Implement the new thermodynamic properties 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 and ℎ and the new equation of state 𝜌𝜌. 
These must be implemented together since the aim is to be able to derive the temperature 𝑇𝑇 from h(T)
and to calculate the  heat capacity 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 = 𝜌𝜌 𝑇𝑇 . 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 𝑇𝑇

Rk. The resultant thermophysical model will then be consistent from a physical point of view.
It can also be observed that the consitent model runs faster than the non-consistent model
implemented in the 1st step 
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Part 1 is done. We now start this 𝟐𝟐𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏part

(1/16)                                           



(2/16)                                           

Step 1 : declare (see Ia, b) #,* the new thermodynamic properties and the new equation of state

Step 2 : define (see Ia) # the new equation of state

Step 3 : define (see Ib)* the new themodynamic properties

Step 4: declare (see III)** the new thermophysical model

Step 5 : link the new thermophysical model to the solver

Step 6 : call the new thermophysical model in a test case and run

#See slide 4 *See slide 5        ** See slide 7
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Implement new thermodynamic properties and a new equation of state

Håkan
Anteckning
spelling



(3/16)                                           

 In mySpecie/include/thermoPhysicsTypes.H
add

and modify                                                                      to
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Implement new thermodynamic properties and equation of state: step 1

Name given to 
the new 

thermodynamic model
&

equation of state

To access the new thermodynamic model
& the new equation of state

Declare the new models in user src/myThermophysicalModels/mySpecie

Håkan
Anteckning
Give the command to go there

Håkan
Anteckning
If I assumed that I should be in the mySpecie directory, it should not be here as well.

Håkan
Anteckning
Say that they should be in the header."In the header of include/thermo..."



 Copy and rename an existing model:
cd equationOfState
cp –r perfectGas rhoKineticAr
cd rhoKineticAr
mv perfectGas.C rhoKineticAr.C
mv perfectGas.H rhoKineticAr.H
mv perfectGastI.H rhoKinticArI.H
open the files one by one and replace

“perfectGas”    with     “rhoKineticAr”

update the “instantiated type name” in rhoConstAr.H
so look for “instantiaded” and below replace “return “perfectGas<” “ 
with “ return “rhoKineticAr<” “

Prepare the structure
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(4/16)                                           
Define a new equation of state in in user src/myThermophysicalModels/mySpecie

Implement new thermodynamic properties and equation of state: step 2

Håkan
Anteckning
The dash will not work when copy-pasting

Håkan
Anteckning
mis-spelling (a "t")

Håkan
Anteckning
Use:sed -i.old s/perfectGas/rhoKineticAr/g *

Håkan
Anteckning
spelling of instantiated

Håkan
Anteckning
mis-spelling of Kinetic

Håkan
Anteckning
Well, this was already done both if you edited the files by hand and if you used the sed script.In the previous case it was different, since we changed another word in that location.



 Open rhoKineticArI.H and do the following modifications: 

Comment the original model

insert the new
model provided in the file
density_Ar_Data

…
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(5/16)                                           Implement new thermodynamic properties and equation of state: step 2

density



Comment the original model (ideal gas)

Write the new model
Rk: psi is set to zero since the plasma model
implemented here is mechanically incompressible, 
and thermaly expansible: 𝜌𝜌 𝑃𝑃,𝑇𝑇 = 𝜌𝜌(𝑇𝑇). 
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(6/16)                                           

 Modify also

Implement new thermodynamic properties and equation of state: step 2

compressibility

Håkan
Anteckning
The Info statements in this and the following slides are in  principle nice, but this one will give tons of lines in the log file. I suggest that you just make a comment in the code, without writing to the screen.



Comment the original model (ideal gas)

Write the new model
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(7/16)                                          

Compressibility factor

Implement new thermodynamic properties and equation of state: step 2

 Modify also



 Clean and compile mySpecie
wclean
wmake libso

Comment the original model

write the new model
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(8/16)                                           Implement new thermodynamic properties and equation of state: step 2

 Modify also

Håkan
Anteckning
wclean will not work from where were are currently standing. Do cd ../.. firstDo wclean libMORE IMPORTANTLY:This can't be done now, since it needs hKineticArThermo.H, which is not available yet. Remove those lines.



 Copy and rename an existing model:
cd thermo
cp –r hConst hKineticAr
cd hKineticAr
mv hConstThermo.C hKineticArThermo.C
mv hConstThermo.H hKineticArThermo.H
mv hConstThermoI.H hKinticArThermoI.H

open the files one by one and replace
“hConstThermo”    with     “hKineticArThermo”

update the “instantiated type name” in hKineticArThermo.H
so look for “instantiaded” and below replace “return “hConst<” “ 
with “ return “hKineticAr<” “

Prepare the structure
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(9/16)                                           
Define the new properties ℎ,𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 in user src/myThermophysicalModels/mySpecie

Implement new thermodynamic properties and equation of state: step 3

Håkan
Anteckning
Give the command to go there, using environment variables

Håkan
Anteckning
Chaeck, if you have decided to folow my recommendatyion (search the entire document for "myThermophysicalModels"

Håkan
Anteckning
The dash will not work

Håkan
Anteckning
Mis-spelled Kinetic

Håkan
Anteckning
Mis-spelled instantiated

Håkan
Anteckning
Use:sed -i.org s/hConstThermo/hKineticArThermo/g *



Implement new thermodynamic properties and equation of state: step 2

 Open hKineticArI.H and do the following modifications: 

Comment the original model

insert the new
model provided in the file
heatCapacity_Cp_Data

…
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(10/16)                                           

Heat capacity
at constant pressure

Håkan
Anteckning
There should be a "Thermo" between "Ar" and "I".



Implement new thermodynamic properties and equation of state: step 3 (11/16)                                           

 Modify also

Comment the original model

insert the new model provided in 
the file enthalpy_Data.
Rk. The reference temperature was set 
so that Hf is zero. …
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absolute enthalpy
Hf is the enthalpy of formation



 Modify also

Comment the original constant model

Write the new temperature dependent model.
Rk. As the non constant thermodynamic models in 
openFoam depend on both pressure p and temperature, 
we write ha(p,T) although p is not used.
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(12/16)                                           Implement new thermodynamic properties and equation of state: step 3

sensible enthalpy

Håkan
Anteckning
FOAM



Implement new thermodynamic properties and equation of state: step 3

 Modify also 

Comment the original model

Write the new model
Rk. Here the plasma is considered as one-fluid. The ionization reactions
were accounted for when tabulating the absolute enthalpy ha. For a one-
fluid model hc is the enthalpy of formation. Here it is set to zero (see the 
remark on slide 53).

 Clean (wclean) and compile mySpecie (wmake libso)
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(13/16)                                           

chemical enthalpy

Håkan
Anteckning
0.0 looks nicer

Håkan
Anteckning
Make sure to go to the correct directoryUse wclean lib



 In myBasic/rhoThermo/rhoThermos.C add the following lines

and change                                     to:

 Clean (wclean) and compile myBasic (wmake libso)
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(14/16)                                           Implement new thermodynamic properties and equation of state: step 4

Declare the new thermophysical model in user src/myThermophysicalModels/myBasic

To access the new thermodynamic model
& the new equation of state

Name given to 
the new 

thermodynamic model
&

equation of state

Håkan
Anteckning
Go to that folder

Håkan
Anteckning
We are already in that folder

Håkan
Anteckning
In the header of...

Håkan
Anteckning
Make sure to be in the correct directorywclean lib
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(15/16)                                           Implement new thermodynamic properties and equation of state: step 5

Link the new thermophysical model to the solver

 The update of myThermoFoam/Make/options 
needed to access the new thermophysical library 
has already been done when implementing the thermal conductivity 𝜅𝜅 (see slide 41)

So nothing else needs to be done here (unless you decided to rename myBasic in part 2;  
in that case see slide 41).

Håkan
Anteckning
There was no need to create a new solver in the first place, so skip also this slide.If a new library name would have been used, it should be sufficient to just add a libs line in controlDict. I think that it should be possible to create plug-in library that way, so that you do not have to make a replacement library as you are currently doing (i.e. overriding the original one).



 Copy blockThermoFoam to blockKineticArThermoFoam and clean (wclean)

 Update constant/thermophysicalPropersties to

 Run this case with the solver MyThermoFoam (now linked to your new thermophysical library)

 Compare the results with the previous results (doing a plot along a suited line you can choose)
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(16/16)                                           Implement new thermodynamic properties and equation of state: step 6

Call the new thermophysical model in a test case and run

Håkan
Anteckning
"Case" at the end

Håkan
Anteckning
"Case" at the end

Håkan
Anteckning
You can't use wclean on a case. Sometimes there are Allwclean scripts that help cleaning, but not in this case. Do:rm -r [1-9]*

Håkan
Anteckning
mis-spelling

Håkan
Anteckning
thermoFoam also works, as said before. No need for any special treatment or linking.
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